
To create your own personalized budget, begin by selecting your ideal price (from one of 
the two categories below). Then, total the selections to establish your own personalized

estimated budget. We also recommend adding about 18-20% freight to this initial estimate, 
to account for potential overages & upgrades. Don't worry - we will always keep your 

bottom line in mind and are constantly on the lookout for the best available deals. However,
we would like you to be prepared for potential overages and added costs. *Please note that

these prices do NOT include labor & design service fees, and can vary depending on your
selections & finishes.* Average window treatments are $600+ per window and designer are

$1200+ per window. Wallpaper ranges from $1000+ per room. 
Labor for trade $1000+ per room. 

Art + Décor 

Labor

Shipping/Freight
and Tax

Sofa 

Rug 

Chairs (x2) 

Coffee Table 

End Tables (x2) 

Table Lamps (x2) 

Pillows + Drapes 

Total: $19,800 + 

 $400 + (x2) 

 $1,500 + (x2) 

 $750 + (x2) 

“Mid-Range” 

$3,500 + 

 $2,250 + 

 $1,500 + 

 $3,750 + 

 $2,500 + 

$1000+ min.          

15-20% +

 $3,000 + (x2) 

 $2,000 + (x2) 

 $1,000 + (x2) 

 
“Designer” 

$5,500 + 

 $8,000 + 

 $3,000 + 

 $8,000 + 

 $4,000 + 

 
$41,500 + 

G H I  B U D G E T I N G  G U I D E

Living Room BUDGET



To create your own personalized budget, begin by selecting your ideal price (from one of 
the two categories below). Then, total the selections to establish your own personalized

estimated budget. We also recommend adding about 18-20% freight to this initial estimate, 
to account for potential overages & upgrades. Don't worry - we will always keep your 

bottom line in mind and are constantly on the lookout for the best available deals. However,
we would like you to be prepared for potential overages and added costs. *Please note that

these prices do NOT include labor & design service fees, and can vary depending on your
selections & finishes.* Average window treatments are $600+ per window and designer are

$1200+ per window. Wallpaper ranges from $1000+ per room. 
Labor for trade $1000+ per room. 

Rug 

 

Table 

Buffet 

Drapes 

Chandelier 

Chairs (x6) 

Lamps (x2) 

Art &
Décor 

Accent Furniture 

Total: $20,600 + 

“Mid-Range” 

$3,000 + 

$750 + (x6) 

$3,000 + 

$1,000 + 

$2,000 + 

$2,500 + 

$1,500 + 

$1,500 + 

$300 + (x2) 

“Designer” 

$4,500 + 

$6,000 + 

$1,500 + (x6) 

$5,000 + 

$4,000 + 

$5,000 + 

$3,250 +  

 
$43,150 + 

$4,000 + 

$700 + (x2) 

G H I  B U D G E T I N G  G U I D E

Dining Room BUDGET

Labor

Shipping/Freight
and Tax

$1000+ min.          

15-20% +



To create your own personalized budget, begin by selecting your ideal price (from one of 
the two categories below). Then, total the selections to establish your own personalized
estimated budget. We also recommend adding about 18-20% freight to this initial estimate, 
to account for potential overages & upgrades. Don't worry - we will always keep your 
bottom line in mind and are constantly on the lookout for the best available deals. However,
we would like you to be prepared for potential overages and added costs. *Please note that

these prices do NOT include labor & design service fees, and can vary depending on your
selections & finishes.* Average window treatments are $600+ per window and designer are

$1200+ per window. Wallpaper ranges from $1000+ per room. 
Labor for trade $1000+ per room. 

 

Bed 

Rug 

Bench 

Drapes 

Dresser 

Bedding 

Art + Décor 

Nightstands (x2) 

Accent Furniture 

Table Lamps (x2) 

Total: $18,300 + 

“Mid-Range” 

$3,000 + 

$1,000 + 

$2,000 + 

$2,000 + 

$900+ (x2) 

$400 + (x2) 

$2,500 + 

$1,500 + 

$1,500 + 

$1,200 + 

“Designer” 

$4,500 + 

$5,000 + 

$3,000 + 

$1,500 + 

$5,000 + 

$2,000 + 

$1,000 + 

5,000 + 

$3,000 + 

$3,000 + 

 
$37,000 + 

G H I  B U D G E T I N G  G U I D E

Bedroom BUDGET

Labor

Shipping/Freight
and Tax

$1000+ min.          

15-20% +


